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TOBA
・ (Introduction for newcomers)

・TOrsion Bar Antenna: suspended torsion pendulum(s)


◦ Low resonant frequency (<100mHz) → low-frequency(~0.1 Hz) 
detector


◦ Detect gravity gradient

・GWs (CBC, SGWB, etc.) 

・Local potential (NN, EEW)
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Force due to  
gravity gradient

・Target Sensitivity @ 0.1Hz

◦ GWs: 10-19 /√Hz

◦ Local: 10-15 /√Hz
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Science of TOBA
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baseline length. The advantage of a TOBA is its configu-
ration simplicity, the potential sensitivity in low frequen-
cies even with a ground-based configuration, and the
capability of an intermittent observation of low-frequency
GWs with a modulation and up-conversion scheme.

A TOBA has an option to be a resonant antenna, in
which two test-mass bars are connected by a shaft with a
small spring constant [23]. Though the observation band is
limited around the resonant frequency in this configuration,
the requirement for the angular sensor is relaxed.
Moreover, its sensitivity to low-frequency GWs can be
enhanced by tuning the resonant frequency to twice the
antenna rotation frequency. In such a case, a reduction of
the thermal noise of the shaft is critical.

Besides the fundamental noises investigated in this
work, there are many practical noises to be considered:
additional noises in the angular sensors, Brownian fluctua-
tion by residual gases, and noises due to electromagnetic
fluctuations [24]. In a ground-based configuration, the
simplicity of a TOBA is helpful for low-frequency isola-
tions and common-mode reduction of seismic disturbances
and for the reduction of gravity-gradient noises in an
underground site. A space mission requires a reduction in
the antenna size while maintaining its sensitivity by using
advanced optical technologies. Optimization of the an-
tenna parameters, implementation of advanced interfero-
metric techniques, and investigations of these noise
behaviors will be considered in future works.

Conclusion.—We propose a gravitational-wave antenna,
a TOBA, comprised of bar-shaped test masses and sensors to
monitor their differential angular motions. This antenna has
a fundamental sensitivity to gravitational waves with fre-
quencies lower than 1 Hz, which are inaccessible by current
ground-based detectors. In order to investigate the concept
and potential of a TOBA, we are developing a prototype
ground-based detector [25]. In addition, we have developed
a tiny module, called the SpaceWire Interface Demon-
strationModule, for space-related demonstrations; this mod-
ule has been operated in a low-Earth orbit for one year [26].

This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Young
Scientists (A) and the Grant-in-Aid for the Global COE
Program ‘‘The Next Generation of Physics, Spun from
Universality and Emergence’’ from the Ministry of
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FIG. 4 (color online). Estimated SNR for a merger of equal-
mass black holes with equal and parallel spin parameters of 0.5
[19], shown as a function of the total mass and the luminosity
distance.
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Seismic Newtonian noise
(i) Integration is carried out over the seismic field in a

half space. Newtonian noise at the lowest frequen-
cies may depend on the Earth’s curvature.

(ii) The field is dominated by fundamental Rayleigh
waves. Especially with respect to NN mitigation,
one needs to consider possible contributions from
body waves and Rayleigh overtones.

(iii) Effects of underground cavities on NN are ne-
glected. Underground detectors in cavities may
also be sensitive to gravity perturbations from shear
waves [55]. Seismic NN in underground detectors
depends on the geometry of the cavity, and scat-
tered waves contribute to NN. The latter two effects
should be negligible at low frequencies.

(iv) Rayleigh waves have frequency-independent speed.
In reality, Rayleigh waves can show strong disper-
sion [56] also below 1 Hz. The speed of continental
Rayleigh waves lies within 2–4 km/s between
10 mHz and 1 Hz. However, since seismic NN at
low frequencies does not depend significantly on
the speed of seismic waves, implementing a real-
istic dispersion should not alter the results very
much.

(v) Propagation-direction averaged NN is calculated
assuming an isotropic seismic field. It is well
known that the seismic field can show significant
anisotropies especially at low frequencies [57].

Infrasound Newtonian noise
(i) Integration is carried out over the infrasound field

in a half-space. The thickness of the atmosphere
can be a fraction of the length of infrasound waves.
For this reason it should be expected that infrasound
NN is significantly smaller below 0.1 Hz than
reported in this paper. In addition, infrasound waves
are reflected from layers of the atmosphere (i.e. the
stratosphere or thermosphere) at characteristic an-
gles [54]. Newtonian noise at lowest frequencies
may depend on the Earth’s curvature.

(ii) Mean air density, air pressure, and speed of
infrasound waves do not change with altitude.

(iii) The speed of sound is frequency independent. There
are no studies of the dispersion of atmospheric
infrasound at low frequencies (especially as a func-
tion of altitude). For a given infrasound field,
dispersion has a weak effect on NN below 1 Hz.

(iv) The atmosphere does not move. Winds play an
important role in the propagation of infrasound
leading to characteristic patterns in the field [54].
It is unclear if wind in relation to infrasound waves
has additional consequences for NN apart from the
fact that wind can be a local source of infrasound
when interacting with surface structure.

(v) Propagation-direction averaged NN is calculated for
an isotropic infrasound field. Isotropy is certainly an
unrealistic assumption as mentioned before.

Using the seismic spectrum published in [58] and a fit to
the pressure spectrum published in [53], we obtain the NN
curves presented in Fig. 9. As a final remark we want to
point out that both seismic and infrasound NN have lower
limits since seismic and infrasound spectra both lie above
global low-noise models [59,60]. Therefore, in terms of
site selection, the goal should be to identify a site where
both spectra are close to the respective low-noise models.

B. Gravity transients

The GW community has not paid much attention to
terrestrial gravity transients in the past except for a paper
on anthropogenic noise focusing on surface detectors such
as LIGO or Virgo [61]. The reason for this is that gravity
transients can be eliminated in high-frequency detectors
simply by avoiding abrupt changes in the velocity of mov-
ing objects and humans within a zone of about 10 m radius
around the test masses. The situation is very different for
low-frequency detectors. Even though the terrestrial tran-
sient landscape is completely unknown and difficult to
model in many cases, it is possible to identify potentially
significant contributions.
a. Newtonian noise from uniformly moving objects.—

We consider the case of an object that is moving at constant
speed v along a straight line that has distance rj to a test
mass at the closest approach. Therefore, the vector ~rj
pointing from the test mass to the closest point of approach
is perpendicular to the velocity ~v. The closest approach
occurs at time tj. As before, we express the result in terms
of the Fourier amplitude xj!!" of test-mass displacement,

xj!!" # 2Gm

v2!
!K1!rj!=v" cos !!"

$ iK0!rj!=v" cos !"""ei!tj : (5)

Here, m is the mass of the moving object, ! is the angle
between ~rj and the arm, " is the angle between ~v and the
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FIG. 9 (color online). Seismic Rayleigh wave and atmospheric
infrasound NN together with the sensitivity curves of the three
MANGO concepts.
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With sensitivity 10-19/√Hz …

・ Intermediate mass blackhole (IMBH) merger


・Stochastic GW background (SGWB)

Astronomical Target
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baseline length. The advantage of a TOBA is its configu-
ration simplicity, the potential sensitivity in low frequen-
cies even with a ground-based configuration, and the
capability of an intermittent observation of low-frequency
GWs with a modulation and up-conversion scheme.

A TOBA has an option to be a resonant antenna, in
which two test-mass bars are connected by a shaft with a
small spring constant [23]. Though the observation band is
limited around the resonant frequency in this configuration,
the requirement for the angular sensor is relaxed.
Moreover, its sensitivity to low-frequency GWs can be
enhanced by tuning the resonant frequency to twice the
antenna rotation frequency. In such a case, a reduction of
the thermal noise of the shaft is critical.

Besides the fundamental noises investigated in this
work, there are many practical noises to be considered:
additional noises in the angular sensors, Brownian fluctua-
tion by residual gases, and noises due to electromagnetic
fluctuations [24]. In a ground-based configuration, the
simplicity of a TOBA is helpful for low-frequency isola-
tions and common-mode reduction of seismic disturbances
and for the reduction of gravity-gradient noises in an
underground site. A space mission requires a reduction in
the antenna size while maintaining its sensitivity by using
advanced optical technologies. Optimization of the an-
tenna parameters, implementation of advanced interfero-
metric techniques, and investigations of these noise
behaviors will be considered in future works.

Conclusion.—We propose a gravitational-wave antenna,
a TOBA, comprised of bar-shaped test masses and sensors to
monitor their differential angular motions. This antenna has
a fundamental sensitivity to gravitational waves with fre-
quencies lower than 1 Hz, which are inaccessible by current
ground-based detectors. In order to investigate the concept
and potential of a TOBA, we are developing a prototype
ground-based detector [25]. In addition, we have developed
a tiny module, called the SpaceWire Interface Demon-
strationModule, for space-related demonstrations; this mod-
ule has been operated in a low-Earth orbit for one year [26].

This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Young
Scientists (A) and the Grant-in-Aid for the Global COE
Program ‘‘The Next Generation of Physics, Spun from
Universality and Emergence’’ from the Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT) of Japan.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Estimated SNR for a merger of equal-
mass black holes with equal and parallel spin parameters of 0.5
[19], shown as a function of the total mass and the luminosity
distance.
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limits, the energy density !gw!f" at 0.2 Hz is already
constrained by the BBN [1] or the CMB measurements
[8]. However, astrophysical GWBs would be generated at
much later times and, thus, would not be subject to the
above limits. On the other hand, our limit can constrain
such GWBs at 0.2 Hz. Therefore, our result complements
other nonintegrated upper limits at different frequencies
and integrated upper limits at 0.2 Hz.

To build the TOBA with the final configuration [12],
we will have three phases. Applying well designed mag-
netic shields to the small-scaled TOBA, the initial
phase (phase I) aims at the thermal noise limited noise
level (h# 10$12 Hz$1=2 at 0.1 Hz) under 10$7 Pa.
Remember that the current thermal noise is limited by
the residual gas noise. In this phase I, we will move the
small-scaled TOBA environmentally quieter site (Kamioka
mine) and install the second test mass to obtain the com-
mon mode noise rejection for the seismic noise. The next
phase (phase II) is a middle-scaled TOBA using two 2 m
scaled test masses. From the increase of the moment of
inertia and the optimization of the mass shape, force noises
will be suppressed by a factor of about 500. The target
noise level is about 10$15 Hz$1=2 at 0.1 Hz using locked
Fabry-Perot interferometers as the rotational sensors. After
that, we will be in the final phase (phase III). A major
change from the previous phase is 10 m scaled and cry-
ogenically cooled test masses. The cooling aims to sup-
press the thermal noises of the test masses and the
suspensions. The TOBA with the final configuration will
have h# 10$18 Hz$1=2 at 0.1 Hz. Estimated upper limits at
each phases are described in Fig. 5 with a one-year obser-
vation by a pair of two TOBAs.

Conclusion.—ATOBA has been proposed to search low-
frequency GWs even with a ground-based configuration.
We have developed a small-scaled TOBA and placed the
first nonintegrated upper limit on GWBs at 0.2 Hz. The
new constraint is !gw!f"< 4:3% 1017 at 0.2 Hz with a
bandwidth of 10 mHz. We experimentally demonstrated
TOBA’s capabilities and successfully opened the unex-
plored frequency band that the current GW antennas can
not access.
This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for JSPS,

Young Scientists (A), GCOE for Phys. Sci. Frontier,
MEXT, Japan. The authors thank I. Buder for carefully
reading the manuscript.
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・ΩGW ~ 10-7　→ Exceed BBN limit

・ Insight for early universe

・105 M    in 10 Gpc

・Hint for SMBH generation

☉

M. Ando+ (2010)
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Earthquake Early Warning

・Current warning: detect EQ by P-wave


‣ Gravity field propagation is much faster than P-wave!

・With sensitivity 10-15/√Hz, TOBA can detect an M7 EQ 100 km 

away in 10 sec

7

12 Chapter 2. Science of Gravity Gradient Observation

seismic P-wave
(v ~ 7 km/s)

epicenter

compressed
dilated

ground
surfacegravity

(v=c)

detector

Figure 2.1: An overview of how an earthquake causes gravity perturbation
preceding arrival of a seismic P-wave.

gravity strain tensor h(r, t) is related to the gravity gradient tensor by

h(r, t) =
! t

0
dt!
! t!

0
dt!!G(r, t!!) =

"

#$
hxx hxy hxz

hyx hyy hyz

hzx hzy hzz

%

&' . (2.3)

Since Gij is relative acceleration, its second integral hij represents the relative
displacement between two free masses. Due to the apparent symmetry Gij =
Gji (i, j = x, y, z) and Poisson equation !!g(r, t) = 0, h and G has five
independent components.

2.2 Earthquake early warning using gravita-
tional signal

Earthquake is caused by dynamic rupture on a fault. The released energy
propagates outward as seismic waves, and shakes the surface of the ground
when the waves reach there. During this process, the density of crustal rocks is
perturbed due to compression or dilation of the medium induced by the seismic
waves. In an inhomogeneous medium, dislocation of the boundaries between
layers of di"erent density also contributes to the density change. These density
redistributions cause detectable gravity fluctuation around the epicenter. The
schematic figure is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Permanent change in gravity acceleration was first detected by a super-
conducting gravimeter during the 2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake (moment mag-
nitude Mw = 8.0) [27]. After that, two-dimensional distributions of gravity
changes were observed by GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
[28]) satellite for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake (Mw = 9.0!9.3) [29],

1. Mass density changes around epicenter

2. Gravity field changes

3. Gravity field

propagates

with v=c

4. detector measures

local gravity gradient
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Newtonian Noise
Newtonian Noise (Gravity Gradient Noise)

・Gravity gradient induce by local potential


‣ Fundamental noise for GW detectors


・

8

Sensitivity Studies for Third-Generation Gravitational Wave Observatories 9
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Figure 5. Noise budgets for the ET-D low and high-frequency interferometers,
using the parameters given in Table 1.

test masses and smaller laser beams would be advantageous for many aspects of the
observatory design, such as for instance the total mass of the cryogenic payload or
the mode matching into the arm cavities. However, on the other hand reducing the
mirror mass will increase the radiation pressure noise contribution.

The right hand plot of Figure 4 shows a trade-o↵ analysis of beam size and mirror
mass. Starting from a mirror of 62 cm diameter and 30 cm thickness which corresponds
to a beam radius of 12 cm, we reduce the mirror diameter to 52 cm and 45 cm, while
keeping the aspect ratio of the mirror substrate constant. Using this assumption,
already a small reduction in the beam size will increase the radiation pressure noise
dramatically and subsequently spoil the sensitivity in the sub-10Hz band. Therefore,
we assume for the low frequency interferometer of ET-D a reduced beam radius of
9 cm, corresponding to an e↵ective test mass diameter of 45 cm, but at the same time
keep the overall test mass weight at about 200 kg.

5. Overall sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope

Table 1 shows the most important parameters of the ET-D interferometers. The
corresponding noise budgets for the high and low-frequency interferometers are shown
in figure 5. The sensitivity of the low-frequency detector is limited by seismic noise
below 1.7Hz, while gravity gradient noise directly limits in the frequency band between
1.7 and 6Hz. For all frequencies above 6Hz (apart from the violin mode resonances)
quantum noise is the limiting noise source.

The crossover frequency of the sensitivities of the low and high-frequency
interferometers is at about 35Hz. Above this frequency the high frequency
interferometer is limited only by 2 noise sources: Mirror thermal noise limits the
sensitivity between 40 and 200Hz, while the high-frequency section is limited by
quantum noise.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the sensitivity models for the Einstein Telescope
over the past years. The very first strawman design was based on a single cryogenic
interferometer covering the full frequency range of interest (ET-B) [11]. The
introduction of the xylophone design resulted in the ET-C sensitivity. In this article

S. Hild+ (2011)

Newtonian Noise

Sources

・Seismic motion

・Pressure fluctuation

・Temperature fluctuation

・Moving object
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Newtonian Noise Measurement
・TOBA has potential for measurement of some types of NN


‣ Test models, establish mitigation scheme, …
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Principle Test

- Room Temp.

- 25cm TM(s)

10-15/√Hz @ 0.1 Hz 
(Design)

Cryogenic Test

- Cryo. Temp. (4K)

- 35cm TMs

10-19/√Hz @ 0.1 Hz

(Target)

Goal

Phase-II

(2015)

- Cryo. Temp. (4K)

- 10m TMs

3.4 ねじれ振り子

図 3.3: 本実験で用いたねじれ振り子の写真
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5 Experiments 5.1 Setup
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interferometers
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actuators

Adjusting mass

Test Masses

Optical Bench

Figure 5.2: A picure of the detector.
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potential sensitivity and scientific possibility in modern
technologies.

Principle of a torsion-bar antenna.—A TOBA is com-
prised of two bar-shaped test masses, arranged parallel to
the x-y plane and orthogonal to each other (Fig. 1). Each
bar is supported at its center, so as to rotate around the
z axis. When GWs pass through this antenna, tidal forces
by the GWs will appear as differential angular changes in
these bars. These changes are extracted as a GW signal by
using a sensitive sensor, such as a laser interferometer.

The rotation angle ! of a test-mass bar from the original
position is obtained by the equation of motion

I !!! " _!! #! " FGW#t$; (1)

where FGW is the torque caused by the GWand " and # are
the damping factor and spring constant of the restoring
torque by the support, respectively. The moment of inertia
of the test mass is expressed as I " R

$#x2 ! y2$dV, where
$ and V are the density and volume of the test mass,
respectively. Assuming that the antenna is much smaller
than the wavelength of target GWs, the torque caused by a
GW with an amplitude of hij is expressed as

FGW#t$ " 1
4q

ij !hij#t$; (2)

by using dynamic quadrupole moment qij [16]. For bar
rotation, q11 " %q22 " %R

$#2xy$dV and q12 " q21 "R
$#x2 % y2$dV.
Here, we consider the response of a test-mass bar ar-

ranged along the x direction to GWs traveling along the z
axis, h11 " %h22 " h! and h12 " %h21 " h&, where h!
and h& denote the amplitudes of two independent polar-
izations (plus and cross modes, respectively) of incident
GWs. In an approximation that the test-mass bar freely
rotate around the z axis (" ' 1 and # ' 1), Eq. (1) results
in a simple equation, !1 " %h&=2, where % is a shape
factor of the test mass; % " q12=I ’ 1 in the case of a thin
bar. Another test-mass bar, arranged along the y axis,
rotates with an opposite sign as !2 " %%h&=2. The re-
sultant output of the antenna is expressed as

!diff#t$ ( !1 % !2 " %h&#t$: (3)

GWs with a cross polarization are observed as differential
angular fluctuations of the test-mass bars [17].

Now, we consider the situation that the antenna is rotat-
ing around the z axis with an angular velocity of!rot. In an

approximation that rotation is sufficiently slow, the re-
sponse of the antenna is expressed as

!! diff " %) !h& cos#2!rott$ ! !h! sin#2!rott$*; (4)

by calculating the torque, Eq. (2), in a coordinate rotating
with the antenna. This indicates that the GW signal is
modulated by the rotation; a GW signal with an angular
frequency of !g is up- and down-converted to appear at
!g + 2!rot frequencies. Equation (4) results in

!diff ’ %
!
!g

2!rot

"
2
)h& cos#2!rott$ ! h! sin#2!rott$*; (5)

in the case of !g ' !rot. The low-frequency GW signal is
up-converted to signals at an angular frequency of 2!rot.
Equation (5) also shows that two polarization components
of incident GWs are extracted from two quadrature phases
of the antenna output.
Advantages of torsion-bar antenna.—A TOBA has sig-

nificant features in both ground-based and space-borne
designs. As a ground-based antenna, a TOBA is a novel
approach to observe low-frequency GWs. In a usual
ground-based interferometric antenna, a test-mass mirror
is suspended as a pendulum to behave as a free mass in the
horizontal plane. Conversely, it has almost no fundamental
sensitivity to GWs below the resonant frequency of the
pendulum (around 1 Hz). In a TOBA, a test-mass bar is
supported as a torsion pendulum, with a low resonant
frequency on the order of a few millihertz in the rotational
degree of freedom. Thus, a TOBA has a fundamental
sensitivity to low-frequency GWs.
The modulation and up-conversion scheme by antenna

rotation is favorable for the observation of low-frequency
GWs below a few millihertz. Here, we note that the ob-
servation run may be an intermittent one; the observation
can be a series of data-taking operations with rotation and
reverse rotation. The up-conversion of the GW signal is
also advantageous from a practical perspective. Modu-
lation prevents various types of low-frequency noises that
are difficult to suppress, such as drifts of instruments
caused by daily or seasonal changes in the environment
and 1=f noises of electronics in sensors and controllers.
As a space antenna, a TOBA has good compatibility

with spin-stabilized spacecraft. In a spacecraft, spinning
itself is a simple and robust way to maintain its attitude
with a gyro effect, without additional disturbances from
attitude controllers. ATOBA, with its rotation axis aligned
with that of the spacecraft spin, has a wide observation
band from the low-frequency limit determined by the ob-
servation time. Another advantage in a space configuration
is that the antenna is free from gravity-gradient and seismic
noises caused by ground motions.
Sensitivity limits.—The fundamental sensitivity of a

TOBA is limited by the thermal fluctuation of the bars,
readout noise of the angular motion, and effects of the bar
support, as detailed in Refs. [1,18]. We estimate the con-
tributions of these noises in the case where a cylindrical bar
is suspended as a torsion pendulum at its center, and its

FIG. 1 (color online). Principle of a torsion-bar antenna. Two
orthogonal bars feel differential torques by incident gravitational
waves.
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Setup of Phase-III TOBA

Active Vibration Isolation System

・ Reduction of vibration at the 

suspension point

・ Reduction of vibration 

induced cryocooler


Optical System

・ Rotation measurement by 

high-sensitive wave front 
sensor


・ Beam jitter control in order to 
follow the incident beam to 
the optical bench
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of Phase-III TOBA.

from the vibration introduction via the cooling components. That problem is
serious especially in a torsion pendulum which is sensitive to tiny forces. Ef-
fective heat extraction is therefore essential for the cooling system to minimize
the vibration transfer.

In this subsection, the configuration of the mechanical suspension system
and the actuator to control it is described first. Then the cryogenic equipments
and components are explained.

Suspension system

The suspension configuration and the parameters of the masses are shown in
Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1, respectively. The suspension system consists of five
masses, which are separated into two suspension sequences. Two test masses,
TM1 and TM2, are suspended orthogonally (Fig. 5.3) from the intermediate
mass (IM1), and the optical bench (OB) is suspended from another interme-
diate mass (IM2). Both of the intermediate masses are suspended from the
active vibration isolation stage. The horizontal rotations of the TMs are ex-
cited in the opposite direction to each other in response to gravity gradient
fluctuation. Such di!erential rotation is measured with the optics on the opti-

Cryogenic Suspension 
System

・Cooling TMs to 4K

・High-Q suspension 

wire
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Cryogenic Suspension System
Cryogenic Cooler

・Cool down TMs to 4 K

・Two radiation shields 

(50 K & 4 K)
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of Phase-III TOBA.

from the vibration introduction via the cooling components. That problem is
serious especially in a torsion pendulum which is sensitive to tiny forces. Ef-
fective heat extraction is therefore essential for the cooling system to minimize
the vibration transfer.

In this subsection, the configuration of the mechanical suspension system
and the actuator to control it is described first. Then the cryogenic equipments
and components are explained.

Suspension system

The suspension configuration and the parameters of the masses are shown in
Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1, respectively. The suspension system consists of five
masses, which are separated into two suspension sequences. Two test masses,
TM1 and TM2, are suspended orthogonally (Fig. 5.3) from the intermediate
mass (IM1), and the optical bench (OB) is suspended from another interme-
diate mass (IM2). Both of the intermediate masses are suspended from the
active vibration isolation stage. The horizontal rotations of the TMs are ex-
cited in the opposite direction to each other in response to gravity gradient
fluctuation. Such di!erential rotation is measured with the optics on the opti-

TMs

・Copper

・Surface is oxidized84 Chapter 5. Design of Phase-III TOBA

Figure 5.7: Oxidized test mass bar

Surface oxidization of suspension masses

The surface of the suspension masses made of copper are oxidized to accelerate
the radiative cooling. Radiated energy from a body with surface area of S at
temperature T is determined by Stefan-Boltzmann law as follows:

Qrad = !(T )"T 4S. (5.2)

Here " = 5.67 ! 10!8 W m!2 K!4 is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and !(T ) is
a total emissivity of the surface of the body. Total emissivity is defined as
the radiative energy ratio of the body to an ideal blackbody, hence it takes a
value between 0 and 1. In a high vacuum, thermal radiation is a dominant
path of heat extraction at high temperatures (! 100 K) because of the strong
temperature dependence: " T 4. Therefore the high emissivity is essential for
e!ective cooling at the initial cooling phase.

Heavily oxidized copper is known to have a high emissivity, which is # 0.6
[84]. Though there are other high-emissive materials such as black alumite (! #
0.8) or sapphire (! # 0.5 [85]), copper is chosen here because of the advantages
in density, thermal conductivity and magnetic property, as mentioned above.
Sapphire was excluded because non-metallic materials can be su!ered from
electrostatic force due to charge on the surface. The suspension masses are
heated in a mu"e furnace (in air) at 800 "C for three hours for oxidization.
About 170 µm of oxidized layer is formed on the surface. Fig. 5.7 shows the
appearance of the oxidized test mass bar. For a safety margin, emissivity of
0.5 is set as the design value of Phase-III TOBA.

Heat link (pure aluminum wire)

Below 100 K, conductive cooling becomes a dominant path since radiative heat
transfer decreases as " T 4. In order to improve the conductive cooling, the

Heat Links

・High-purity aluminum


‣ Conductive cooling

Suspension wire

・Si wire

・High Q value (>108)
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Gouy(10) = 2  x 1
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OB 
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& filter 
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Figure 5.9: A schematic design of the optical system

the KAGRA heat link is assumed below 100 K for the design of TOBA. The
design conductivity is also shown in Fig. 5.8.

The bending spring constant of N heat link wires is given by 3!NEAld4/(64l3),
which is derived from elastic deformation of a cantilever. Here EAl, d and l
are the Young’s modulus, diameter and length of the wire. In our case, an
expected spring constant of the stranded heat link ("0.15 ! 100mm ! 14) is
0.073 N/m. This small spring constant can reduce the vibration introduction
to the suspension masses.

5.1.2 Optical system
A schematic design of optical system is shown in Fig. 5.9. Laser beams are
introduced from the optical table outside the vacuum chamber into the optical
bench inside the cryostat. There are three parts of the system for each TM;
a highly sensitive wave front sensor for the main sensor of rotation, an optical
lever as an auxiliary monitor, and a beam jitter control system.

Highly sensitive wave front sensor
In order to reduce the quantum shot noise, an angular sensor using an optical
cavity is used to measure the rotation of TM. The detailed principle of this
new sensor is explained in Appendix B. Here the overview of the sensor is
briefly summarized.

Fig. 5.10 shows the overview of the principle. The target is to measure the
tilt of the mirror which is fixed on TM. The basic principle is the amplifica-

Beam jitter control

Control incident beam 
to follow pendulums Optical lever


Auxiliary sensor

Finally replaced by WFS

Wave Front Sensor (WFS)

Measure HG10 mode induced 
by rotational motion
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・Reduction of seismic vibration 

◦ Coupling from horizontal vibration


‣ 10-7 m/√Hz @ 0.1 Hz

◦ Nonlinear coupling


‣ 10-10 m/√Hz @ 1 Hz


Active Vibration Isolation System
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of Phase-III TOBA.

from the vibration introduction via the cooling components. That problem is
serious especially in a torsion pendulum which is sensitive to tiny forces. Ef-
fective heat extraction is therefore essential for the cooling system to minimize
the vibration transfer.

In this subsection, the configuration of the mechanical suspension system
and the actuator to control it is described first. Then the cryogenic equipments
and components are explained.

Suspension system

The suspension configuration and the parameters of the masses are shown in
Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1, respectively. The suspension system consists of five
masses, which are separated into two suspension sequences. Two test masses,
TM1 and TM2, are suspended orthogonally (Fig. 5.3) from the intermediate
mass (IM1), and the optical bench (OB) is suspended from another interme-
diate mass (IM2). Both of the intermediate masses are suspended from the
active vibration isolation stage. The horizontal rotations of the TMs are ex-
cited in the opposite direction to each other in response to gravity gradient
fluctuation. Such di!erential rotation is measured with the optics on the opti-

Measure motion at the 
suspension point 

by seismometer & tilt meter

Feedback the signal to 
actuators to cancel out the 
motion

・Reduction of vibration 
induced by cooler
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Development Items
・Cryogenic Suspension System


◦ Cooling System

◦ High-Q suspension wire


・Optical System

◦ New WFS with higher sensitivity


・Active Vibration Isolation

◦ Reduction of translational seismic noise

◦ Reduction of vibration induced by cooler
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・Cryogenic Suspension System
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Current Status
・Cryogenic Suspension System


‣ Cooling down TMs at 6.1 K


‣ Achieved temperature is higher (design: 4 K)


‣ Cooling speed is smaller than expected

・Optical System


‣Measured by optical lever, cavities are not locked 


‣ Residual jitter noise (0.01 - 1 Hz) 


‣ Interference of stray light (floor level)

・Active Vibration Isolation System


‣ Controlling 3-axis translation simultaneously


‣ Tilt-horizontal coupling


‣ Resonance of the structure
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Cryogenic Performance
・Slower cooling speed → smaller thermal conductivity of heat links

・Can be explained by supposing smaller value by 30 - 50 % 


‣ Good contact procedure is necessary
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Figure 6.9: Cooling curve of the suspension masses. The solid lines shows the
measured curve, and the dashed lines are the expected curve from calculation.
The dot-dashed lines show the case when thermal conductivity is lower than
the design by 35% for IM1, 50% for IM2 and 30 % for OB.

The di!erence of the achieved temperature 6.1 K and the target temper-
ature 4 K is a factor of 1.2 in terms of the fundamental thermal noise level
that is proportional to

!
T (Sec. 3.2.1). Hence the fundamental requirement

on the cooling performance has almost been achieved, though there are some
possibilities of upgrade. Two issues, the slightly slow cooling speed and the
heat inflow that was limiting the achieved temperature, are examined below.

Cooling speed

The cooling curve is slower than expected (the dashed lines in Fig. 6.9) below
120 K, where the conductive cooling dominates the heat extraction. Therefore
the thermal conductivity is suggested to be lower than the expected values.
The dot-dashed lines in Fig. 6.9 show the case when the thermal conductivity
of the heat link is lower than the design 35% for IM1, 50% for IM2 and 30 %
for OB. They explain the measured cooling speed well. Thermal conductivity

6.2. Component characterization 107

screw

2nd shield

Aluminum block

Thermometer

Thermometer
screw

Heater (220 �)

Heat link
� 0.15 × 100 mm × 14

Figure 6.5: Measurement setup for thermal conductivity of the aluminum heat
link. Thermal conductivity was calculated from the temperature di!erence
between two end points of the heat link when the bottom point is heated.

Figure 6.6: Measured thermal conductivity of 6N aluminum heat link with the
tightening torque of 0.5 N·m (blue) and 1.0 N·m (green). The dashed black line
shows the design of Phase-III TOBA. The heat links has better conductivity
than the design with the tightening torque of 1.0 N·m above 10 K, while it
slightly degrades below 10 K.

gravitational restoring force is calculated and subtracted to derive the elastic
spring constant.

The measurement was performed in two configurations; with the straight
heat link and with the bent heat link as depicted in Fig. 6.7. The actual heat
links in TOBA are implemented in the latter way. The measured resonant
frequencies and the calculated spring constants are shown in Table 6.2. The
elastic spring constant was of the straight heat link was 0.050 N/m, which

6.2. Component characterization 107

screw

2nd shield

Aluminum block

Thermometer

Thermometer
screw

Heater (220 �)

Heat link
� 0.15 × 100 mm × 14

Figure 6.5: Measurement setup for thermal conductivity of the aluminum heat
link. Thermal conductivity was calculated from the temperature di!erence
between two end points of the heat link when the bottom point is heated.

Figure 6.6: Measured thermal conductivity of 6N aluminum heat link with the
tightening torque of 0.5 N·m (blue) and 1.0 N·m (green). The dashed black line
shows the design of Phase-III TOBA. The heat links has better conductivity
than the design with the tightening torque of 1.0 N·m above 10 K, while it
slightly degrades below 10 K.

gravitational restoring force is calculated and subtracted to derive the elastic
spring constant.

The measurement was performed in two configurations; with the straight
heat link and with the bent heat link as depicted in Fig. 6.7. The actual heat
links in TOBA are implemented in the latter way. The measured resonant
frequencies and the calculated spring constants are shown in Table 6.2. The
elastic spring constant was of the straight heat link was 0.050 N/m, which

Thermal contact is insufficient

Heat Link

Bronze washer

Bigger washer
dashed: calculated

thick: measured
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of Phase-III TOBA.

from the vibration introduction via the cooling components. That problem is
serious especially in a torsion pendulum which is sensitive to tiny forces. Ef-
fective heat extraction is therefore essential for the cooling system to minimize
the vibration transfer.

In this subsection, the configuration of the mechanical suspension system
and the actuator to control it is described first. Then the cryogenic equipments
and components are explained.

Suspension system

The suspension configuration and the parameters of the masses are shown in
Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1, respectively. The suspension system consists of five
masses, which are separated into two suspension sequences. Two test masses,
TM1 and TM2, are suspended orthogonally (Fig. 5.3) from the intermediate
mass (IM1), and the optical bench (OB) is suspended from another interme-
diate mass (IM2). Both of the intermediate masses are suspended from the
active vibration isolation stage. The horizontal rotations of the TMs are ex-
cited in the opposite direction to each other in response to gravity gradient
fluctuation. Such di!erential rotation is measured with the optics on the opti-

2nd shield: 4.8 K (+1.5 K)

‣ Heat inflow via electrical wires

‣ Worse performance of cooler

Heat Link VIS: 5.2 K (+1.9 K)

‣ Heating by actuator coils

Test Mass: 6.1 K (+2.0 K)

‣ Heating by actuator coils

Electrical wire: Cu

‣ Haet generation?

Main sources: Heat generation of

・Actuator coils on TMs and OB

・Electrical wire
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Figure 5.9: A schematic design of the optical system

the KAGRA heat link is assumed below 100 K for the design of TOBA. The
design conductivity is also shown in Fig. 5.8.

The bending spring constant of N heat link wires is given by 3!NEAld4/(64l3),
which is derived from elastic deformation of a cantilever. Here EAl, d and l
are the Young’s modulus, diameter and length of the wire. In our case, an
expected spring constant of the stranded heat link ("0.15 ! 100mm ! 14) is
0.073 N/m. This small spring constant can reduce the vibration introduction
to the suspension masses.

5.1.2 Optical system
A schematic design of optical system is shown in Fig. 5.9. Laser beams are
introduced from the optical table outside the vacuum chamber into the optical
bench inside the cryostat. There are three parts of the system for each TM;
a highly sensitive wave front sensor for the main sensor of rotation, an optical
lever as an auxiliary monitor, and a beam jitter control system.

Highly sensitive wave front sensor
In order to reduce the quantum shot noise, an angular sensor using an optical
cavity is used to measure the rotation of TM. The detailed principle of this
new sensor is explained in Appendix B. Here the overview of the sensor is
briefly summarized.

Fig. 5.10 shows the overview of the principle. The target is to measure the
tilt of the mirror which is fixed on TM. The basic principle is the amplifica-

Beam jitter control

Contamination from 
other DoF Optical lever


Interference with stray light

Wave Front Sensor (WFS)

Not locked
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Figure 6.14: Noise levels in unit of gravity strain for TM1 (blue), TM2 (red),
and the di!erential rotation between them (black).

Some evaluated or estimated noise sources for each TM are plotted in
Fig. 6.15. Their details are explained in the following subsections. First, the
dominant noise sources in the current system were evaluated to characterize
the performance of this prototype. Then the following three technical noises
were investigated; temperature fluctuation noise, vibration noise via the heat
links and magnetic noise. These are important technical noise sources that are
relevant to the cryogenic environment.

6.5.1 Dominant noise sources in the current system
First, performance of the current prototype system was characterized. In the
current system, stray light noise and beam jitter noise were dominant noise
sources as described below.

Stray light noise

Interference fringes were observed in the angular signals of the optical levers as
shown in Fig. 6.16. The same kind of fringes were also observed in the QPD2
for beam jitter control. They indicate a coupling from a stray light to the main
laser beam. The origin of the stray light was identified to the optics around
the TMs, because the interference pattern changes at the pendulum frequency
(around 1 Hz), as clearly seen in the TM1 signal in Fig. 6.16. Additionally,
the interference fringe in the QPD2 disappeared when the beam going to TM
was blocked.

Differential Rotation btw
TM1 & OB TM2 & OB

Stray light interference

Beam jitter

control coupling
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Figure 5.9: A schematic design of the optical system

the KAGRA heat link is assumed below 100 K for the design of TOBA. The
design conductivity is also shown in Fig. 5.8.

The bending spring constant of N heat link wires is given by 3!NEAld4/(64l3),
which is derived from elastic deformation of a cantilever. Here EAl, d and l
are the Young’s modulus, diameter and length of the wire. In our case, an
expected spring constant of the stranded heat link ("0.15 ! 100mm ! 14) is
0.073 N/m. This small spring constant can reduce the vibration introduction
to the suspension masses.

5.1.2 Optical system
A schematic design of optical system is shown in Fig. 5.9. Laser beams are
introduced from the optical table outside the vacuum chamber into the optical
bench inside the cryostat. There are three parts of the system for each TM;
a highly sensitive wave front sensor for the main sensor of rotation, an optical
lever as an auxiliary monitor, and a beam jitter control system.

Highly sensitive wave front sensor
In order to reduce the quantum shot noise, an angular sensor using an optical
cavity is used to measure the rotation of TM. The detailed principle of this
new sensor is explained in Appendix B. Here the overview of the sensor is
briefly summarized.

Fig. 5.10 shows the overview of the principle. The target is to measure the
tilt of the mirror which is fixed on TM. The basic principle is the amplifica-

Beam jitter control

Contamination from 
other DoF Optical lever


Interference with stray light

Wave Front Sensor (WFS)

Not locked
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Stray Light Problem
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the KAGRA heat link is assumed below 100 K for the design of TOBA. The
design conductivity is also shown in Fig. 5.8.

The bending spring constant of N heat link wires is given by 3!NEAld4/(64l3),
which is derived from elastic deformation of a cantilever. Here EAl, d and l
are the Young’s modulus, diameter and length of the wire. In our case, an
expected spring constant of the stranded heat link ("0.15 ! 100mm ! 14) is
0.073 N/m. This small spring constant can reduce the vibration introduction
to the suspension masses.

5.1.2 Optical system
A schematic design of optical system is shown in Fig. 5.9. Laser beams are
introduced from the optical table outside the vacuum chamber into the optical
bench inside the cryostat. There are three parts of the system for each TM;
a highly sensitive wave front sensor for the main sensor of rotation, an optical
lever as an auxiliary monitor, and a beam jitter control system.

Highly sensitive wave front sensor
In order to reduce the quantum shot noise, an angular sensor using an optical
cavity is used to measure the rotation of TM. The detailed principle of this
new sensor is explained in Appendix B. Here the overview of the sensor is
briefly summarized.

Fig. 5.10 shows the overview of the principle. The target is to measure the
tilt of the mirror which is fixed on TM. The basic principle is the amplifica-

Interference with stray light 
contaminates oplev signal 


Front reflection at

• Cube BS

• QPD surface

‣ Stray light
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Figure 6.16: Interference fringe observed in the signal.

The width of interference fringe was about 1–10 mV, which corresponds to
about 0.01 % of the stray light intensity compared to the main laser beam.
Such a stray light can originate from the reflection at the surface of the beam
splitters or the QPDs. For example, the reflectivity of the AR coated surface
of the beam splitter is specified to be 0.1 %, which can explain the observed
interference fringe.

Since the the stray light behaves like a random noise within the width of
the interference fringe, it turns to be a flat noise spectrum. The bandwidth of
the signal is determined by the speed of passing the interference fringe. In our
case, the band width was confirmed to be 100 Hz from the cuto! frequency
of the signal spectrum. And the width of the fringes were roughly 2 mV for
TM1 and 10 mV for TM2. Based on these parameters, the amplitude spectral
density due to the stray light interferences are plotted in Fig. 6.15. It explains
the floor noise level of 4 ! 10!7 /

"
Hz.

To remove the stray light noise, the beamsplitter should be replaced from
the cube-shaped one to a plate-shaped one, which can separate the surface
reflection from the main beam path. Proper beam damping of the stray beams
is also important to reduce the noise. Note that the stray light noise will be
largely eliminated with the wave front sensor in Phase-III TOBA, because such
a beam splitter is not placed near the photo detector.

Beam jitter noise

Bean jitter control can suppress the jitter and introduce the noise from the
control system at the same time. The block diagram of the control, Fig. 6.17,
explains how noises are introduced in the control loop. Here three noise sources
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Beam Jitter Control Noise
・Some coherence btw TM oplev yaw & Jitter QPD sum


‣ Beam jitter control signal shakes beam additionally


‣ Contaminates oplev signal
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Figure 6.18: Estimated beam jitter noise budget under the feedback control.

Figure 6.19: Coherence between the Yaw signals of the oplev QPD and the
Sum signals of jitter monitor QPDs. The black dashed line is the coherence
between uncorrelated signals shown as a reference.

and TM2. They were partly correlated to each other, which indicates that the
power fluctuation or the beam expansion was coupling as xc, then appeared
in the residual beam jitter fluctuation. The direct coupling from the power

6.5. Noise investigation 119

Figure 6.15: Noise budgets for TM1 (upper) and TM2 (lower). The stray light
noise limits the sensitivity around 0.3 Hz and above 3 Hz. The peaks around
1 Hz are the contribution of beam jitter noise. Below 0.1 Hz, the residual
beam jitter originates from the signal coupling at the QPDs is inferred to be
dominant.

Coherence btw

TM oplev yaw & QPD sums

5% residual assumption

‣ can be explained the noise 

budget well

TM1 yaw

Jitter in loop

Jitter residual
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Active Vibration Isolation System
・2019 April: Frame exchange, servo modification


・2019 June: Succeeded in controlling 3 axis simultaneously

28
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Active Vibration Isolation System
・2019 July: Installation to the TOBA chamber


・2020 Feb: Test run with cryogenic temp.

29
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Active Vibration Isolation Performance

30

w/o control

(x, y, z)

w/ control 
(x, y, z)

requirement

Contamination due to 
tilt-horizontal coupling

Result in June 2019 w/o cryostat
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After Installation
Some difference in characteristics of actuators

・High-Q parasitic resonance


・Low frequency resonance in z axis

31

x y
f1 (Hz) 13.5 13.8
Q1 9 13
f2 (Hz) 15.1 15.2
Q2 10 16

x y
f1 (Hz) 15.4 18.4
Q1 67 101
f2 (Hz) 16.7 19.1
Q2 182 2000

Hard to compensate

to the resonance!

No such resonances

before installation!
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Future Plans
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Update Plans
Cryogenic system

・Test better way to attach heat links

・Replace electrical wires to ones with less thermal conductivity


Optical system

・Cube BS → Plate BS to avoid stray light interference

・ Introduce MC to suppress beam jitter


Active Vibration Isolation

・Damp resonance mode of the structure by adding damper

・ Install tiltmeter to reduce tilt-horizontal coupling

・ Introduce sensor correction servo


Others

・ Introduce magnetic shield
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Optical system

・Cube BS → Plate BS to avoid stray light interference

・ Introduce MC to suppress beam jitter


Active Vibration Isolation

・Damp resonance mode of the structure by adding damper

・ Install tiltmeter to reduce tilt-horizontal coupling

・ Introduce sensor correction servo


Others

・ Introduce magnetic shield
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Update Plans
Cryogenic system

・Test better way to attach heat links

・Replace electrical wires to ones with less thermal conductivity


Optical system

・Cube BS → Plate BS to avoid stray light interference

・ Introduce MC to suppress beam jitter


Active Vibration Isolation

・Damp resonance mode of the structure by adding damper

・ Install tiltmeter to reduce tilt-horizontal coupling

・ Introduce sensor correction servo


Others

・ Introduce magnetic shield
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AVIT upgrade
How to avoid the effects of parasitic resonance?

・Make resonant frequency higher


‣Need to exchange the structure

・Damp the resonance


‣ Let’s use shock absorbers


‣ Easy to install


・

36
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Sensor Correction

37

Why reduction ratio suddenly gets worse?

‣ Contribution of local sensor
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Control Servo

38

xt =
1 + GD

1 + GI + GD
xg

OLTF of inertial sensor loop

OLTF of local sensor loop

≃ xg

|GI | ≪ |GD |

Displacement sensor signal degrades

reduction ratio where |GI|<<|GD|
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Optical System Modification
・Problems so far


‣ Jitter control noise 


‣ Stray light interference

・ In both case, we need to modify optical system

・

39
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Control Servo

40

Witness sensor cancels the local sensor signal

‣ Restore reduction performance

-
+

SSCxt =
1 + GD(1 − HSC)

1 + GI + GD
xg Witness sensor


Measuring vibration outside the AVIT
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Update Plans
Cryogenic system

・Test better way to attach heat links

・Replace electrical wires to ones with less thermal conductivity


Optical system

・Cube BS → Plate BS to avoid stray light interference

・ Introduce MC to suppress beam jitter


Active Vibration Isolation

・Damp resonance mode of the structure by adding damper

・ Install tiltmeter to reduce tilt-horizontal coupling

・ Introduce sensor correction servo


Others

・ Introduce magnetic shield
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Install Mode Cleaner
・Requirement for jitter reduction: 10-6


← 10-9/√Hz w/o control, 10-15/√Hz is the target


‣ Passive reduction by mode cleaner

42

7.4. Beam jitter reduction 137

HG00
higher 
order 
modes non-resonant

resonant

Figure 7.3: Principle of a mode cleaner cavity.

mix 
& filter 

feedback to frequency

intensity 
stabilization

mode 
cleaner

to rotational 
sensor

OB (inside cryostat)
mix 
& filter 

beam jitter suppression

additional jitter suppression

Figure 7.4: Improved beam jitter suppression scheme with a mode cleaner
cavity.

7.4 Beam jitter reduction
Though the beam jitter was planned to be suppressed by control, contribu-
tions from the signal couplings at the QPDs were found to be remaining as the
residual jitter noise after control. Such noise was quite large compared to the
target sensitivity. It is required to reduce the signal coupling at the QPD or
to suppress the original fluctuation of the incident beam. One of the possible
origins of signal coupling is the mis-centering of the beam at the QPDs. In
this case, the power fluctuation or beam expansion changes the power at each
segment of QPD, then a fraction of the fluctuation couples to the beam dis-
placement signal. Hence the fine tuning of the alignment can possibly reduce
the signal coupling, so that reduce the noise level.

A possible way to suppress the original beam jitter is using a mode cleaner
cavity on the optical bench. A mode cleaner is a transmissive optical cavity
to filter out the higher order mode of the laser beam using the di!erent trans-
missivity between the laser modes (see Appendix B). Its principle is shown in
Fig. 7.3. By placing the mode cleaner at the entrance of the optical bench,
beam jitter is largely suppressed.

The possible actual configuration is shown in Fig. 7.4. The incident beam

Suppose F=104:

・10-3 reduction by mode cleaner

・10-1 reduction by additional suppression

・10-2 reduction by WFS 
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How to Control cavities?
・ If we introduce a mode cleaner, sideband for control of main 

cavity also suppressed


‣ How to control mode cleaner and cavity simultaneously?


1. Make the round trip length of MC so that sideband is on 
resonance next to the carrier


‣For 15 MHz sideband, round trip length = 20 m


‣Too long!

2. Between MC and the gain cavity insert a phase modulator


‣One candidate

3. Use suppressed sideband to lock the main cavity


‣Another way

4. Consider another locking way


‣I have no idea
43
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Phase Modulator
・How to modulate the laser in phase under cryogenic temperature?


‣ EOM

◦I’m not sure it is work at 4 K 


‣Mechanical phase modulation

◦Use tiny PZT and oscillate it in ~ MHZ

44

7.4. Beam jitter reduction 137
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Figure 7.4: Improved beam jitter suppression scheme with a mode cleaner
cavity.

7.4 Beam jitter reduction
Though the beam jitter was planned to be suppressed by control, contribu-
tions from the signal couplings at the QPDs were found to be remaining as the
residual jitter noise after control. Such noise was quite large compared to the
target sensitivity. It is required to reduce the signal coupling at the QPD or
to suppress the original fluctuation of the incident beam. One of the possible
origins of signal coupling is the mis-centering of the beam at the QPDs. In
this case, the power fluctuation or beam expansion changes the power at each
segment of QPD, then a fraction of the fluctuation couples to the beam dis-
placement signal. Hence the fine tuning of the alignment can possibly reduce
the signal coupling, so that reduce the noise level.

A possible way to suppress the original beam jitter is using a mode cleaner
cavity on the optical bench. A mode cleaner is a transmissive optical cavity
to filter out the higher order mode of the laser beam using the di!erent trans-
missivity between the laser modes (see Appendix B). Its principle is shown in
Fig. 7.3. By placing the mode cleaner at the entrance of the optical bench,
beam jitter is largely suppressed.

The possible actual configuration is shown in Fig. 7.4. The incident beam

Tiny PZT
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Goal (?)

45

With current suspension wire  → limited by suspension thermal noise

Sus. Th. (300K)
Sus. Th. (4K)

10-12
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Target of My Research
Achieve sensitivity 10-12/√Hz @ 0.1 Hz


・Lock the cavity and demonstrate new WFS

◦ First trial for pendulums


・ Introduce MC and suppress beam jitter

◦ 10-6 reduction is the target


・See suspension thermal noise @ 300 K and 4 K

◦ Show the merit of cryogenic system

46
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Science of that Sensitivity
・What can I do with this sensitivity?


・Newtonian noise injection

◦ G-cal like injection (moving mass)

◦ Inject temperature fluctuation


・Non-equilibrium thermal noise

◦ Heat ™ to make huge heat flow

◦ Test the thermal noise models


・Currently no quantitative estimation…

・Fortunately(?) I have time to estimate them
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End


